Titanium : Sounding Different
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The World’s First Titanium Snare Drum.
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RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS

CHAD SMITH

When Chad found time in his busy schedule to fly to London for an interview with *Rhythm*, we thought it would be great to have his buddy Steve White pose the questions. *Rhythm* had actually introduced the pair 17 years ago, and they were soon chatting about staying at the top of their game, the changing face of music, the Red Hot Chili Peppers' new album and drums, drums, drums...
Imagine the cow.

Introducing Dunnett Design Titanium cowbells.
Could've been a 747

World's first

CLASSIC TITANIUM
Copper • Stainless Steel • Brass

No flange/Lo mass design+tube lugs+steel hoops
6 natural+30 colour finishes+any size/gauge from $400
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